ACTION REQUESTED

TO: Members, X3 -- For Balloting
   Members, SPARC
   Officers of X3/TCs, SCs and SPARC/SCs

SUBJECT: Transmittal of X3 Letter Ballot 1269,
          Approval of X3/89-738R, Project Proposal for C++,
          and assignment to a new technical committee, X3J16.

At its meeting July 11-13, 1989, SPARC reviewed with Mr. Lenkov X3/89-738,
Project Proposal for C++ and establishment of a new technical committee, and
suggested several editorial changes. SPARC agreed that there is wide
recognition that C++ is a distinctly different language from programming
language C and noted that X3J11 agrees that the project belongs in a separate
TC. SPARC determined that support exists for the new TC, and that Mr. Lenkov has
agreed to act as convener of the organizational meeting if the Project Proposal
is approved.

SPARC addressed the following motion:

LePlant/Dempsey

"SPARC recommends to X3 approval of X3/89-738R, Project Proposal for C++,
and assignment to a new technical committee, X3J16."

Vote on motion: 14-0-0-1. Motion passed.

Please review the SPARC motion and the attached Project Proposal X3/89-798R,
and return your letter ballot by NOON, September 27, 1989.

Yours truly,

Joanne W. Flanagan
Recording Secretary, X3

Attachments: X3 LB 1269 (P's and A's only)
             X3/89-738R
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